Welcome to the zoo! We are so glad you are here.

The California Living Museum—CALM—is California's premier native zoo and gardens focusing on California native species. A visit to CALM will take you through different animal exhibits and plant communities to give you an encapsulated glimpse of the diversity in our golden state. Many of the 200+ animals living at CALM are non-releasable; that is, they cannot live in the wild. Some animals have physical disabilities, others have become dependent upon people for their care. At CALM they have a secure home and purpose: to educate people about the wonderful wildlife around them.

Get Involved

Education
Operated by the Kern County Superintendent of Schools, CALM welcomes over 20,000 students a year through our gates. Plan your field trip today!

Membership
Become a member of CALM today and your admission fees will be deducted from the cost of your membership. Visit CALM's gift shop for more information. Membership perks:
- Unlimited visits to CALM for a year
- Free entrance or discounts to reciprocal zoos and museums
- CALM gift shop discounts
- Party rental discounts

Help Us Help Wildlife by...

VISITING
Each admission to the zoo helps spread the word about our mission.

VOLUNTEERING
Visit calmzoo.org/volunteers to learn about our many programs.

DONATING
Monetary gifts, gift cards, and wish list purchases all directly benefit our programs. Visit calmzoo.org/donate-to-calm.

HOLDING YOUR EVENT AT CALM
Make your birthday parties, weddings or corporate events unique by hosting it on our beautiful grounds. Visit calmzoo.org/rentals.

Liking us on social media
@calmzoo    @visitcalmzoo
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